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Deluxr Goggles

	Full protection, wrap-around goggles with either an interior datajack connection or an 
induction rig.  Utilizing economies of production, and only optical relays, Deluxr produces only one 
line of goggles -- the best.

Anti-Flare
Anti-Flash 
Bug Scanner (2)
External DataJack
Heads-Up Display
High Frequency
Low Frequency
Low Light
Magnification x 30
Micro-Camcorder
Micro-Recorder
Micro-Transceiver
Optical Memory 100mp (base)
Portable Phone Connection
Smart Goggles
Thermographic Imaging
Wrist Computer CPU

	While this should cost circa 20,000¥, because of economies of scale, you can get this in 
premium, alpha grade optics, for only 16,000¥.  Of course this set does not come in lower grades for 
less.  It is a take it or leave it sort of package, sold only through authorized outlets (i.e. no negotiation 
reductions in price).  The only options are induction versus datajack (for the connection to the wearer 
-- all goggles come with an external datajack) and additional memory (useable as headware memory 
for datajack equiped individuals).

	Available in one shape, multiple colors.

	Deluxr, the choice of professionals.

************************

	Chrysler-Nissan G17c

	A new model for the professional on the move.

		Autocannon
		4-ton carriage; handling 4; 50/120 speed
		6 body; 4 armor; signature 5; pilot 2 
		Retina scan locks; magcard 12	

************************

Philco-Novelle Cyberdecks
 	Philco-Novelle, always the name in military connectivity, builds the best in cyberdecks for 
your real-time needs:  the rapier, the broadsword, the broad-axe and the bardiche.  They are very 
expensive and of limited distribution through MorUte channels, but of the best in quality and 
operation.

	Philco-Novelle Broadsword
		MPCP		   8
		Hardening	   6
		Memory	 180
		Storage	1200
		Load		  50
		I/0		  35
		Response	-3 (+6//+3d6)

	Philco-Novelle Rapier
		MPCP		  10
		Hardening	   1
		Memory	 200
		Storage	 900
		Load		  70
		I/O		  50
		Response	-4 (+8//+4d6)

	Philoc-Novelle Broadaxe
		MPCP		   5
		Hardening    4
		Memory	 240
		Storage    900
		Load	       30
		I/O         30
		Response  -2 (+4//+2d6)
		+2 to Bod, +2 to Any Attack Program

	Philco-Novelle Bardiche
		MPCP		   6
		Hardening	  12
		Memory	  80
		Storage   2000
		Load		  30
		I/O		  30
		Response	-1 (+2//+1d6)

************************

	Skillsoft, the name in skills.

	Skillsoft lending library membership entitles one to a number of point months of skill softs.  
A 12 point membership would entitle one to twelve points for one month or one point for twelve 
months.  The highest skill is one third the points of membership.  In this case (12 point membership) 
a four point skill.

************************

Elemental Chalices 
	An elemental chalice is a variation on the standard magical item that makes summoning a 
particular type of elemental easier.  Generally a chalice has some constraint.

	Format: (with this one as an example):

Elemental Chalice [type of elemental] [size limit/size required]

	Elemental [fire] chalice [force 12]
		(up to force 12 elementals may be summoned).
	Strengths:	elemental's force added to weapon for attack
				no circle required, summoning is immediate
				conjuring aid (charisma x3 for drain
							dismisses uncontrolled 
							fire elementals)
	Bindings/Weaknesses:
				no other elementals permitted bonded person
				limited focused use of elemental
							+Force to Sword
							buy successes 
				no other uses.

	Generally, because of the weaknesses, an elemental summoning focus would be a "better" 
magic item to have than a chalice in most cases if better means minimaxing combat effectiveness 
at the expense of other factors in game play and story richness.


